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ABSTRACT

In today's aerospace environment, the watchwords and demands for system developers
have become "faster, cheaper, better". The use of an industry standard bus and
Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) hardware can substantially lower design time, cost,
and enhance performance. This paper describes the Flexible Airborne/Space Data
Acquisition System (FAStDAS) design for the MSTI series satellites. While the
FAStDAS architecture was designed for the specifics of the MSTI satellites, the approach
provides the flexibility for use on a wide variety of airborne and space applications.
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INTRODUCTION

The MSTI satellites are a series of "fast reaction", light weight satellites that provides a
platform for SDIO orbiting experiments. The first four satellites each have a nine month
schedule from preliminary design to launch. With such an ambitious schedule, it was
necessary to select an industry standard bus and use it without modification.

The VME bus is mature and well supported with "off the shelf' hardware, and software
from a variety of vendors. A variety of size configurations are readily available to suit
individual applications. Further, since the VME bus is an open architecture with well
defined protocols, special purpose circuit boards can be quickly designed for cases where
off the shelf hardware is not available. The obvious choice for this purpose was the
VME bus.



The most compelling reason for using the VME bus for the MSTI program is flexibility.
Since each successive satellite is to have different experimental payloads, it is necessary
to re-configure the system to meet the specific applications without "re-inventing the
wheel". Once the "core" for the FAStDAS was developed, circuit boards and software
modules can now be "mixed and matched" to suit the application.

BASIC SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the system used on the first MSTI satellite. Note that
the abbreviations for all figures are expanded in appendix 1.)  For this satellite the
primary function of the VME bus electronics was for attitude control of the vehicle.

Figure 1

All of the attitude sensor data was collected by the VME bus, processed by the Central
Processor Unit (CPU), and then control commands were sent from the VME bus to the
propulsion control system. The VME bus also controlled the experimental payload as
well as switching on and off all of the other satellite functions. Since almost all of the
data of interest was processed in the VME bus, it made most sense to have the command
up-link and data down-link telemetry electronics contained in the VME bus as well.

To provide the telemetry interfaces two custom circuit boards were designed; the
Command Decoder Unit (CDU) for the command up-link inputs to the VME bus and the



VME to PCM Interface (VPI). Although neither of these functions were available as an
"off the shelf" product, the designs were straight forward and interfaces to the CPU were
simplified by using the VME bus standard. Both designs took less than 180 days from
concept to delivery of flight ready circuit boards.

This core architecture and the VME bus allows system flexibility and can easily
reconfigured to meet specific applications. Since the system is under CPU control, new
data acquisition boards from a variety of vendors can be installed without custom
development. Only new software need be written.

CURRENT APPLICATION

The core of the FAStDAS used on the first satellite is being re-used on the second
satellite with changes primarily to increase data acquisition of the system (Figure 2).

Figure 2

Changes include adding an Analog-to-Digital input circuit board, a Video data
acquisition circuit board [1], and mass memory storage to the system. The Video input
circuit board is the only new custom design required.



storage in the Mass Memory (MM). The circuit board also has "quick look" feature that
formats Video data into a PCM bit stream that is sent to a RF transmitter.

The VME to PCM Interface was also re-designed to incorporate external health and
status information into the PCM stream [2]. I.E. data not needed by the VME system.
The new VME to PCM Interface provides PCM encoder functions found in other PCM
encoder products only in a low power, ruggedized, VME form factor.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Although the system definition is incomplete for the third satellite, the core FAStDAS
will be re-used as the foundation for the telemetry data acquisition
system. To accommodate the increase in data processing requirements of the flight
control VME bus, it is currently planned for the FAStDAS to be contained in two 
independent VME buses (Figure 3).

Figure 3

The only new additions are increasing the number of Video Input circuit boards, and
reflective memory interfaces between the two VME bus systems. The reflective memory
interface allows data exchange between both of the VME buses.



SYSTEM INTEGRATION, BENCH TESTING, AND PROTOTYPES

One of the most significant advantages of using the VME bus is the availability of
"commercial off the shelf" (COTS) hardware for system development, bench testing, and
integration. Most of the available ruggedized/MIL-SPEC VME circuit boards are also
available as commercial equivalent boards. The commercial equivalent products are
generally available with much shorter lead times and at a much lower cost than the actual
flight hardware. This allows for software development, test, and integration to begin
early in the project. Commercial equivalent products also provide a low cost "hot bench"
for flight component and subsystem testing. The commercial hot bench can also be used
for "real" tests of prototypes without putting flight hardware at risk.

CONCLUSION

The FAStDAS is an example of an approach that can be used to satisfy the demands of
lower cost and shorter schedules. Selection of the industry standard VME bus allows
team efforts to work on the same project in parallel without having to wait for one of a
kind products. The first flight of the MSTI satellite demonstrated the effectiveness of the
VME bus for space applications. With only a minimum number of custom designs, the
FAStDAS can be configured to provide data acquisition and telemetry interfaces for
almost any airborne application.
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Appendix 1

ABBREVIATIONS

AIM Analog Input Module

CDU Command Decoder Unit (Uplink commands)

CPU Central Processor Unit

GPI Global Positioning satellite receiver Interface

GPS Global Positioning Satellite

GSE Ground Support Equipment

IRU Inertial Reference Unit

IVI IRU/Valve driver Interface

PCM Pulse Coded Modulation (Note that when used in block diagrams, this refers
to the "PCM" encoder circuit board.)

PROP Propulsion and attitude control actuators (Thrusters, and reaction wheels)

RDB Relay Driver Board

SEI Sun sensor/Earth horizon sensor Interface

SASP Spectrum Astro Storage Product (Disk drive array and controller)

VIM Video Interface Module


